We study the local minima relocation of the fractionally spaced Constant Modulus Algorithm(FSE-CMA) cost function in the presence of noise. Local minima move in a particular direction as the noise power increases and their number may be eventually reduced. In such cases the performance of FSE-CMA may fail to adequately reduce inter symbol interference (ISI), but achieve an approximated MMSE by reducing its equalizer noise gain under certain constraints. We analyze the mechanism of relocation of FSE-CMA cost function local minima in terms of the auto-correlation matrix of sub-channel convolution matrix and its eigenvectors.
INTRODUCTION
This work concerning CMA [ 11 is based on the perfect equalization assumption of fractionally spacing with real Sub-Gaussian sources, i.e. sub-channel disparity and length condition [SI, [4] , [3] , which allows identifying the combined channel-equalizer space with the equalizer space. We present a geometrical understanding of CMA cost function established on the combined space first, and utilize this framework for a noisy channel with real signals.
INTERPRETATION OF NOISE-FREE FSE-CMA COST FUNCTION
The CMA cost function can be regarded as a measure how much IS1 a channel-equalizer combination can cause. We decompose CMA cost function by a radial and a spherical components from this view point. (1)
In a perfect FS-CMA case, it has been known that the combined channel-equalizer impulse response in the baud space h is given by a invertible matrix (sub-channel convolution matrix) transformation of the equalizer taps h = Cf, (2) when c has no sub-channel common roots and N j = N, -2 [3]. C is a N j x Nj Sylvester matrix generated from the channel c. We identify the combined channel-equalizer space (or H-space) with the equalizer space F by the isomorphism given by C,
Now we introduce a measure of inherent IS1 due to a tap vector on the channel-equalizer space H ; 
where I E~ = 3 is the kurtosis of s. Note that qs > 0 for subGaussian source (i.e. I E~ < 3) and q, = 0 for a Gaussian source.
Since the equalizer output is given by yn = hts(n), h E H, we have
(6)
The CMA cost function J c can be seen as a real valued function on H 2 RN as; 
where y = m4/m2 is the CMA constant. For a Sub-Gaussian source, from (7) we can interpret minimizing the noise-free FSE-CMA cost function as setting h at a certain "bumpy" sphere and minimizing I h on that surface (See Figure 3) . The spherical symmetry of (llhl12 -1)' term in (7) yields that JC has local minima wherever I h has, which results in making h a pure delay. We will generalize this approach for the noisy channel in following sections. 
COST FUNCTION OF NOISY CHANNEL
Since w is Gaussian, qw = 0. For the simplicity of calculation, we normalize the ower of the source (m2 = 1). Then y = m 4 and using f = C-P h, the CMA cost function becomes;
( 1 1) +r]sIh.
RADIAL MINIMA SURFACE
Due to the complexity of the cost function (1 l), we examine minima on every radial direction first and define a manifold a consisted of all such radial minima. On the surface we can determine where the CMA local minima locate. Unlike noise-free case [2], the manifold 9 is not spherically symmetric, which consequently causes the relocation of local minima in a certain direction. Notice that cp is a positive differentiable function on SN-'
Lemma 1
Let a be the union of all minima in the lemma 1,
From differentiability of cp, is a differentiable manifold homeomorphic to SN-'. Every point on 9 is a candidate for a local minimum of cost function. We examine the possibility as follows:
Theorem 1 (The existence of local Irminima) JC has at least one pair of local minima at any noise power.
Proof. Since 9 is a compact space (homeomorphic to a sphere), J c has a minimum on 9, which is also a local minimum of JC on H. Since J c (h) = J c (-h), we have a pair of local minima.
Lemma 2 As noise power u2 increases, @-su$ace shrinks and deforms to a elliptic like shape (similar to l /~~C -l h~~~N -l ) , ifC is not a unitary matrix. Proof.
AS u2 -+ 00, ~~( 1
This results that cp --+ 0 and 9 has shape like Let p(h) denote the output power of the CMA equalizer at h; l/llc-1hll:N4. We will exploit this property in following sections. This shows JC has local minima wherever Ih has as the noisefree case, which implies noise causes no change of spherical local minima relocation except the radial shrinking due to noise in this case. Therefore, CMA works for reducing the inherent IS1 of the combined channel-equalizer space in the absence of the eigenvalue disparity of the auto-correlation matrix of the sub-channel matrix. However, the physical meaning of these channels in frequency domain is not known yet as far as we know.
MINIMA RELOCATION IN A NOISY CHANNEL

When there is no spherical relocation Because llC-'h112 = h t C -l t C -' h ,
When Noise Changes the Number of Local Minima.
We now focus on the noise term, N of (23), since this term in- I s~-~, we assume an extreme case that there is only one minimum eigenvalue which is significantly smaller than others.
Lemma 3 lSN-1 can have only two local minima on SN-l near the minima location of ~~c -' h~~s N -l ,
when there is a unique minimum eigenvalue Am with large enough eigenvalue disparity (Am << Xi). Proof. First, let assume C is a diagonal matrix. Rearranging N in componentwise yields
Since we divided (26) by a negative quantity, Ih -1, any root of (26) with negative Hessian will be a minimum. However, due to the complexity of computing Hessian we analyze the roots in a qualitative way by looking the shape of the two rational polynomials in ( &-I, hi+^, .., hN-1 (Figure 2) . Meanwhile, because the second rational polynomial is related to a cross-section of a hyper ellipse in hi direction, which is again a ellipse, it has a form of;
where a is a constant determined by ho, ..hi-1, hi+l, .., hN-1.
This function has different shapes depending on the choice of Xo (Figure 2 ). Qpe A If X i >> XO, at hi = 0 (minimum of the ellipse) it can be approximated as a line of which slope X i and near fl at Qpe B If X i << Xo, at hi = 0 (maximum of the ellipse) it can be approximated as a line of which slope -1 and monotonically decreasing nonlinear function otherwise.
Notice that type A determines a unique root of (26) with negative derivative, while type B can determine a unique root, of which derivative is positive, depending on an appropriate shift ( Figure  2) . Since the geometrical meaning of a root with negative Hessian is a roots with negative derivative in every direction, this implies we can have only one pair of minima candidate near minima of IIC-lhll for large eigenvalue disparity of C.
For a general C this can be also true in most case, although the cross-sected ellipse suffers from non-linear distortion (Figure 2) . Intuitively, Theorem 3 says that because the CMA local minima tend to locate where minimizing the equalizer noise gain = IIC-lhll on @ space than minimizing IS1 for large noise power, the number of minima reduces when IJC-'hll has only one pair of local minima. This result agrees with the result of [6] that "good" CMA local local minima are in the neighborhood of the Wiener solutions, and, at the same time, suggest that "bad" CMA local minima may disappear.
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES.
For Figure 3 shows the Q, surface (the dotted curves) deforming from a clover shape due to Ih to an elliptic shape due IIC-lhll as noise power increases as well as its radial dilation. Corresponding to this change, the simulation result of the FSE-CMA (the '*' marks)
shows the local minima move continuously toward WO direction and two of them disappear about 35 dB SNR. Thereafter with less than 35 dB SNR, we can have only 2 local minima in this channel.
Meanwhile, Wiener solutions (the '0' marks) locate around CMA local minima.
CONCLUSION
We have presented a qualitative analysis of local minima relocation in a noisy channel. The noise power causes a radical shrink, which corresponds to reduction of equalizer noise gain, while the eigenvalue disparity of sub-channel convolution matrix is attributed to the spherical relocation. We determined the possible locations of local minima in the combined channel equalizer space in terms of @-surface at given noise power. It has been shown that in the presence of low S N R and large eigenvalue disparity the local minima tend to locate on Q, where minimizing the equalizer noise gain rather than minimizing ISI, which consequently results in the reduction of the number of CMA local minima. 
